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What differences have the al-Darb al-Ahmar revitalization Project and the adjacent 
al-Azhar Park made to local people’s lives? How have the two projects complemented 
and reinforced each other in human development terms? What positive (or negative) 
synergies have emerged between the two? A decade after the opening of al-Azhar 
Park, how can the multiple impacts, in economic, sociocultural and conservation terms,  
of these interwoven endeavours be evaluated?

Such people-oriented questions come naturally as regards the work of the 
Historic Cities Programme (HCP), whose methodology is widely recognized for its 
uniquely wide-ranging, truly holistic cast, and when it is seen in the perspective not 
just of historic conservation and landscape architecture, but also of social anthro-
pology, international cooperation and development.1 One realizes immediately, as 
a corollary, that any evaluation of success or failure has to be multidimensional and 
multivariate – the latter as much in a qualitative as a quantitative sense however,  
for the Aga Khan Trust for Culture’s “integrated urban rehabilitation”2 approach and 
ethos sit perfectly with the “human development” paradigm. Their developmental 
outcomes have to be assessed and appreciated in social and cultural terms equally, 
if not more than, according to economistic metrics alone. They are also resolutely 

 “bottom up”, based as they are upon interventions that are genuinely community 
based. While such a holistic approach in historic city conservation is frequently ad- 
vocated and fulsome lip service is often paid to it, it is rarely put into practice. AKTC’s 
efforts stand out precisely because they do put these principles into practice. And 
nowhere do they do so as clearly as in Historic Cairo and al-Azhar Park.

As previous chapters have revealed, the interdependent strands of this singular 
AKTC approach include, apart from conservation and reuse of historic buildings, 
systematic documentation and interpretation of cultural assets, comprehensive 
mapping and infrastructure planning, the provision of housing, as well as facilities 
for education and health, employment and enterprise development and the forging 
of  institutional support systems rooted in the local community.3 In all these areas, 
the record is not so much of extraordinary achievement, but rather of new pathways 
taken and consolidated, of human attitudes transformed and energies mobilized.  
The early success of the many-stranded ADAA revitalization Project largely inspired  
UNESCO’s World Heritage Centre to launch its Urban regeneration Project for 
 Historic Cairo (UHrC) in 2010. The goals of UHrC were naturally different, focusing 
on the delimitation of the World Heritage Site and on associated measures of conser-
vation and management. yet the “Final report” of the project saw fit to observe that 

Preceding pages, walking to Azhar Park’s 
viewpoint overlooking the panoramic skyline 
of Cairo. 

opposite page, families in al-Azhar Park.

Above, a street with workshops in al-darb 
al-Ahmar.
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al-Darb al-Ahmar exemplified “the use of globally acknowledged best practices for 
urban regeneration”.

The interconnections that warrant such judgements will be fully explored in the 
two chapters that follow (and have been alluded to already in the preceding chapter 
by geoffrey Salkeld). The outcomes of the different strands of the Darb al-Ahmar 
project have also been explored in detail by Jurjen van der Tas. The second chapter 
in this section will provide figures on Park footfall, ticket sales and sponsorship that 
indicate positive trends; these quantitative metrics can stand on their own. The third 
chapter, on the lessons learned, will stress the qualitative. rather than provide a gloss 
on these findings, which would be superfluous, several positive human development 
outcomes that strike the present writer as significant in the human development con-
text will be presented here.

Many of the impacts noted in the “First report” of AKTC’s Parks Impact 
 Measurement System (PIMS) of 2015 (on which Dina Shehayeb draws in her chapter 
below) are highly meaningful in human development terms. For example, the report 
describes the Park as a “breathing space”, as a “place to feel free”; that for teenage 
girls and young women it has become a refuge from the scrutiny of their parents 
and local community, whereas older women frequent the Park unaccompanied by 
their husbands, something that would rarely happen if they were going to any other 
park, while the men, as husbands, find that the Park’s presence reduces family dis-
putes as it acts as an outlet for their wives, its spaciousness and openness being a 
rare quality in the increasingly congested and crowded city.4 Not surprisingly, the 
report also finds that al-Azhar Park functions as a venue that promotes social cohe-
sion, thus directly contributing to the quality of life in the context of “a continued 
upward surge of the local economy” (albeit not all of this progress can be attributed 
directly or alone to the presence and use of the Park). Shehayeb underlines how 
heavily the Park is used, indeed “owned”, by local residents as a venue for social 
encounters of many kinds. Concomitantly, she stresses how the methodology of the 
Housing  rehabilitation Programme (HrP) promoted community trust, and raised 
awareness of key issues and of needed behavioural changes. She also underlines 
the  heuristic value of other programmes, such as those offering micro-credit, or the 
Small  Enterprise Programme that opened up new horizons, especially for women. Or 
the current efforts by Mezala, the local NgO that works on handicraft production and 
sales,  notably in the wake of the disruptive events of 2011, which reduced tourism 
sharply, and whose most significant benefit is to show craftsmen how to reach poten-
tial markets (al-Azhar Park serves as the main showcase for these crafts goods).

So how exactly does such a panoply of benefits become meaningful in the 
human development paradigm espoused notably by the United Nations Development 
 Programme (UNDP) and inspired by the “capabilities approach” first articulated by the 
economist and philosopher Amartya Sen in the 1980s? This approach made it pos-
sible to capture processes of transformative change that are based on dimensions 
broader and more diverse than just growth in per capita income. Sen’s concerns were 
several. First, that when evaluating well-being, the focus cannot be merely on means, 
in other words just on “how much” of some additional resource has been provided, 
but must also consider what particular people can do or have done with those means. 
In other words, that individuals can differ greatly in their abilities to convert the same 
resources into valuable “beings” and “doings” – or what Sen called “functionings”.  
A second concern was that any evaluation that focuses on subjective mental  metrics 
alone would be inadequate. When the experience of deprivation is internalized  
by poor people, for example, we must also consider what a neutral observer would 

Al-Azhar Park: walking along one of the 
 pedestrian paths and practicing sport  
on the lawn.
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perceive as their objective circumstances. Whether or not people take up the options 
they are offered, the fact that they have the options in the first place is significant.  
In other words, evaluation must be sensitive to both actual achievements (“function-
ings”) and effective freedoms. It is these effective freedoms that afford people various 
capabilities, notably the capacity to achieve the kinds of lives they have reason to 
value.5

The twinned Cairo projects appear to have succeeded in generating just these 
sorts of effective freedoms. Their programmes have unfolded without either the 
forced removal of the local inhabitants or a laissez-faire approach that allows com-
mercial developers to set the priorities entirely, outcomes that are common when 
it comes to historic city conservation. The emphasis on the local economy and the 
 well-being of local residents has contributed to ensuring that only minor gentrifica-
tion has occurred. The key question now is whether the dynamic set in motion by 
the projects will continue to favour rehabilitation without displacement and allow 
the residents themselves to identify the real priorities and take practical steps to 
address them. So far, judging from both the PIMS report and the lessons proffered by 
Dina  Shehayeb, the projects have succeeded in preserving community continuity; 

Al-Azhar Park: the southern lake and view  
of the Citadel of Cairo.
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they have been successfully participatory in their design and management; perhaps 
most importantly, they have secured the commitment of young people, not just 
the girls referred to above, but also teenage boys. “To many families in al-Darb al-
Ahmar, the Park serves almost as their backyard”, writes Shehayeb. These and other 
 considerations allow her, while recognizing that the projects also have many observ-
able  shortcomings, to conclude that they have attained previously unattainable 
milestones.

yet there has also been a downside. As the Park offers a new vantage point with 
spectacular views of Historic Cairo, it is also beginning to attract both foreign tourists 
and the inhabitants of greater Cairo to what earlier was a neglected area. It is in this 
connection that the phenomenon of path dependence has operated, with negative 
consequences that even the most rigorous project planning could not have averted. 
Despite the previous avoidance of gentrification in al-Darb al-Ahmar, the political 
events of 2011, which swept aside the existing and albeit fragile regulatory and admin-
istrative frameworks, led to uncontrolled construction of incongruous multi-storey 
apartment buildings by real-estate developers keen to cash in on these panoramic 
views. Many of these high-rise buildings even replaced some of al-Darb al-Ahmar’s 
historic buildings. As Seif El rashidi has written in his chapter: “For the first time in 
decades, even medieval monuments, normally zealously guarded by the antiquities 
authorities, saw towering buildings constructed abutting them”. yet these new high-
rises are mostly inhabited by locals who have benefitted from the economic improve-
ments and have opted for better housing. In other words, they have been offered 
options, and they have had the effective freedom to choose what they wanted to do 
with the new means and conditions available to them.

yet at the same time, AKTC’s legacy ought to be the inculcation of a robust urban 
conservation dynamic across government and civil society in Cairo. It ought also to 
include strongly established local ownership of the projects at all levels. Here the pic-
ture is not as positive as it might be. As in countless other settings across the world, 
political commitment and will are still lacking; there is no “community of resistance” 
at the grassroots level. Moreover, cultural governance everywhere relies on three 
dimensions or layers: transversal or inter-departmental governance, multi-stakeholder 
governance and multi-level governance.6 As regards the first, the record leaves much 
to be desired, while as regards multi-stakeholder governance the picture is far more 
encouraging, given the commitment of the local community and civil society organ-
izations. Multi-level governance concerns the interface between municipal provisions 
and those of the central government, for which special negotiation and coordination 
mechanisms are always required. But these are to be found in very few cities indeed, 
and certainly not in Cairo.

Nevertheless, al-Darb al-Ahmar has shown that the adaptive reuse of historic 
monuments is cost-effective and helps rejuvenate the economic base, generating 
both income and employment, as well as tapping in to increasing tourism flows. It 
has obviously not been an elitist commercial operation that disrupts both neighbour-
hoods and their monumental heritage, drives out the poor, dislodges the delicate 
relationships between prevailing economic levels, neighbourhood life, and “the 
 monumental fabric that has existed nestled within it, albeit precariously”.7 Al-Darb  
al-Ahmar and the Park also appear to occupy a central place as a defining urban  
landscape of the city, as major assets to be recognized, preserved and enhanced 
through attentive public policies and public participation. They are mutually re- 
inforcing their role in the preservation of memory, the conservation of architectural 
achievements and the valuing of places of significance and collective meaning.

Above, vocational training in tailoring 
attended by al-darb al-Ahmar residents.

Below, roof gardening training with  
al-darb al-Ahmar residents.
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New and high-rise buildings erected  
since 2011.
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al-Megharbelin

al-Darb al-Ahmar

al-Azhar Park

al-BatniyyaHaret al-rum
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1  Posing such questions has also proved to 
be a valuable learning experience for the  present 
writer, who, in early 2017, began work as  
Education Director for the Aga Khan Trust for 
 Culture, tasked with developing a range of 
pedagogical products that distil the key lessons 
and learnings from its long and wide-ranging 
experience.
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In cities such as Cairo, however, it is crucial that there be a present-day urban plan-
ning imagination that can contribute to the sense of belonging and identity of each 
local population. In this sense, city form is as much an idea as it is an artefact, for it 
helps answer the questions: “Who are we? And where do we want to go?” yet it is also 
important to remember that, in sites such as Cairo, the design of the built environ-
ment is largely informal and often unplanned. It is often a question of “architecture 
without architects”. Under today’s conditions of extremely rapid urbanization, notions 
of cultural belonging and sense of place are too often absent from the manner in 
which livelihoods and development are thought about. Newer imaginations of the 
urban need to incorporate dimensions of place on the one hand, complex histories 
and rhythms of life on the other. Citizens’ memory initiatives, oral histories of dis-
placed, transient populations, snatches of conversation and footage with artisans 
of the everyday (the domestic help, the plumber, the carpenter, the electrician, the 
house painter, the oral storyteller) are all innovative ways of understanding, com- 
memorating and celebrating the cultural everyday in our common lives. Such new 
imaginations of the urban also require thinking more deeply about the place of the 
citizen in public space, and in terms of the idea of the “commons” – of its  meaning, 
location and dimension as lived experiences, as AKTC has sought to do in both  
al-Darb al-Ahmar and the Park. Enhancing the quality of urban life requires that the 
social and physical fabric need to be transformed in ways that are complementary to 
one another. yet how difficult this is to achieve, when so much urban redevelopment 
goes forward in the absence of any true ethic of public investment and is dominated 
by the inequitable and the unsustainable. As the visionary sociologist and urban plan-
ner Patrick geddes pointed out many decades ago, town planning is not merely place 
planning, nor even work planning. If it is to be successful, it must be folk planning.8  
It is local communities that make places, not just architects or designers. The broader 
developmental challenge is thus as much about social patterns and cultural traditions 
as it is about built form.9

Ten years after the opening of al-Azhar Park, there are solid grounds to expect 
principles such as these to endure in Cairo. It is the implementation of these  principles  
that will be the lasting legacy of AKTC’s work, whose wide-ranging participatory 
approach has made it possible for such notions to be taken on board by a sufficient 
number of local people, activists, conservators and officials to constitute a critical 
mass of ownership, aspiration and commitment. It has been a record of good practice 
that is likely to inspire many others as well.

Computer classes in darb Shoughlan 
 Community Centre.
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Al-Azhar Park has truly become the green heart of Cairo, with commanding views of 
monuments dating from the Fatimid, Mamluk and Ottoman periods, while its lakes 
and fountains are a centre of attraction for Egyptian visitors and foreigners alike. The 
creation of this Park may be ranked among the most important social and environ-
mental projects carried out in Egypt in the last three decades. Its  inauguration in 
2005 marked a turning point in the lives of Cairenes as it offered them unique green 
spaces and architectural features in the middle of this busy metropolis and, over its 
twelve years of existence, it is hoped that it has gained a place in the heart of every 
visitor. Created as a development project for the district of al-Darb al-Ahmar (ADAA) 
and Historic Cairo, the Park has become a main venue for events for individuals and 
private, governmental and international entities. The goal of the Aga Khan Trust for 
Culture (AKTC) and the Park management is to offer the city a fusion of entertainment, 
culture and education.

Azhar Park can be considered to be a vast cultural asset that adheres to a con-
sistent set of values offering its visitors the best available service in an atmosphere 
of tranquillity and security, all in cooperation with specialized services, and fully 
respecting the importance of human resources through continual training of the per-
sonnel and development of the Park.

The pArk in The LiveS Of The neighBOuring cOmmuniTy
The Park plays a vital role in the lives of Darb al-Ahmar residents, who enjoy its lush 
grounds and have access to its services at reduced rates. The Park management 
 targets the community with awareness campaigns and capacity building programmes 
that offer training in life skills, soft skills, entrepreneurship and small business man-
agement courses for residents in the district seeking new skills, as well as initiatives 
for rooftop agriculture and crafts training. As a result of this commitment to the 
development efforts of the Park in the local community, thirty per cent of the Park’s 
personnel are recruited from neighbouring al-Darb al-Ahmar.

The Park is not a stand-alone project; it is part of a major programme encompass-
ing many other initiatives aimed at enhancing the quality of life in the Darb al- 
Ahmar district. As the contents of this volume attest, the programme includes health 
services, mother and child services, training, career development and empowerment 
programmes for young people and women, in addition to rehabilitation and resto-
ration of the built environment.

AL-AzhAr pArk  

SHERIF ERIAN

Opposite page, families enjoying the shade on 
the hillside lawns of al-Azhar park.

Above, an aerial view of al-Azhar park’s urban 
context from the south-west.

The green heArT Of cAirO
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The Park project has illustrated how “cultural tourism” can play an effective role in 
transmitting messages about heritage and development. With a view to conveying 
this important message to the Park’s visitors, tours are organized in Fatimid Cairo that 
allow visitors to learn more about restored and reused mosques and the other monu-
ments, together with the renovated infrastructure. These tours are guided by a group 
of trained employees who are al-Darb al-Ahmar residents. Aiming to maintain its  
role in the social and economic development of district residents, AKTC and the Park 
 management helped create the Mezala Foundation for Social Development in late 
2012. This service organization has since been receiving some core financial support 
from Park surplus.

CulturAl ACtiVitiES
Among the cultural venues, the El genina Theatre, built in an open-arena style facing 
the Ayyubid Wall, has played an important role in propagating art forms that help to 
enrich the cultural scene of Cairo. The management of this theatre was entrusted to 
a specialized organization. Several embassies organize festive events reflecting their 
own cultures, thus allowing local residents to be exposed to diverse cultures while 
raising awareness and nurturing mutual tolerance. Among such events:
 ‣ the annual festival of the Austrian National Day in cooperation with the Austrian 

Cultural Centre;
 ‣ the Chinese Spring Day in cooperation with the Chinese Cultural Centre;
 ‣ the National german Day in cooperation with the german Embassy;
 ‣ International Music Day in cooperation with the French Cultural Centre in Cairo;
 ‣ concerts in cooperation with the American Embassy.

Aside from these activities, various awareness events are organized in cooperation 
with local and international agencies with the goal of increasing knowledge about 
diseases and prevention programmes:
 ‣ Annual World Day for kidney patients;
 ‣ Annual World Day for diabetes patients;
 ‣ Annual World Day for liver patients;
 ‣ quarter annual awareness campaign for Hepatitis C patients in cooperation  

with the World Health Organization;
 ‣ quarter annual awareness campaign for Women’s Health in cooperation with  

the Ministry of Health;
 ‣ World Climate Day in cooperation with the Ministry of Environment and the  

Wisk Foundation.

Above, families walking along one of the wide 
paths.

Below, lush landscape on the western slopes 
overlooking al-darb al-Ahmar.

right, youths enjoying a late afternoon stroll 
along the main spine.
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CoMMitMENt to SoCiAl SErViCES
regular social-service activities have acquired a major importance in the life of the 
Park. Every Tuesday, the Park opens its door free of charge to host NgOs caring for 
the aged, disabled or orphans, and patients with psychiatric problems. The organiza-
tions concerned plan activities that are appropriate for each category of guest. The 
Park offers a two-hour daily period before opening hours when Cairo residents can 
exercise without an admission charge. It also organizes free weekly training sessions 
for contemplation, meditation, energy boosting and physical fitness. For school 
 students from all over the country, the Park offers its grounds for trips and picnics all 
year round and organizes free weekly workshops for children to learn and practice 
drawing, recycling, rooftop cultivation, play dough and clay. It also offers its premises 
for Egyptian Tv channels to film their programmes on a tri-weekly basis. In addition, 
regular celebrations of a social nature are organized, such as the annual Orphan Day 
in cooperation with the governorate of Cairo, NgOs and non-profit organizations.  
The Park also hosts university students from the Faculty of Engineering and the  Faculty 
of Fine Arts for their graduation projects and provides them with needed support.

huMAN rESourCES
The Park has always paid careful attention to human resources and personnel so as to 
better achieve its goals. Park personnel are offered training and skill upgrades; two-
way communication channels are always open; team spirit and teamwork are nurtured 
and encouraged; and delegation and empowerment are practiced at all levels. This 
attention to human resources has been reflected in the increased loyalty, low turnover 
and long tenure of employees. As for qualifications and selection, since the services 
and activities in the Park are essentially cultural and touristic, most employees in key 

Visitors assembling in the plaza to attend  
a cultural event.
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positions are selected with a background in tourism management, which means that 
they are competent in operational and hospitality aspects and capable of maintaining 
high-quality services.

Al-Azhar Park organizational Structure

‣ Operations Department
‣ Horticultural Department
‣ Security Department
‣ Internal Supervision Department
‣ Maintenance Department
‣ Accounting Department
‣ Human resources Department

dEVEloPMENt ANd uPgrAdE iN SyStEMS ANd ProCESSES
Over its twelve years of operation, the Park administration has modernized operating 
systems, improved many facilities and adopted cost-saving measures such as:
 ‣ an automated system for entrance gates to facilitate visitor entry;
 ‣ multiplying the number of public WCs to serve the number of visitors, which has 

reached two million annually and average 5500 per day;
 ‣ upgrading the children’s play area and providing it with toys and games  appropriate 

for different ages;
 ‣ constructing an extra entry gate on the northern side to facilitate visitor entry from 

al-Azhar Street and the newly built garage;
 ‣ providing Park visitors with three electric buses for visitor convenience;
 ‣ transforming a large portion of the irrigation network to a drip-irrigation system  

to save on water consumption;
 ‣ transforming ordinary lighting bulbs to lED bulbs;
 ‣ turning agricultural waste into organic fertilizers.Children playing with water features.
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families walking along the main spine;  
the Citadel of Cairo visible in the background.

Although the maximum capacity of the Park is fifteen thousand visitors, it has had 
to accommodate crowds exceeding forty thousand on festive days, placing a heavy 
burden on management, maintenance and security personnel.

ChAllENgES AloNg thE PAth of ExCEllENCE
No similar or equivalent parks have ever existed in Egypt. The lack of any previous 
local model represented a managerial and operational challenge. The Park manage-
ment had to answer such fundamental questions as which strategies to adopt to 
achieve the Park’s goals; which management processes to follow to maintain the 
uniqueness and diversity of the project; and which qualifications to seek in its key 
personnel.

Another set of challenges was occasioned by the location of the Park, surrounded 
by the populous residential districts of al-Darb al-Ahmar, al-gamaliyya and Manshiet 
Nasser, whose inhabitants may sometimes not be in tune with the goals of the Park. 
The question was how to preserve and develop such an asset within an environment 
that may not always be considerate to its value. Moreover, the Park management had 
to pay a good deal of attention to the issue of catering to the diverse needs of the mix 
of social strata frequenting the Park, without distinction or discrimination.
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youths watching a cultural event taking place  
in the plaza, located on the main spine inside 
the main entrance.

Maintaining the peacefulness and security of the Park has always been a top  priority. 
This task is entrusted to competent security personnel together with external security 
companies, who cooperate to ensure the safety of visitors. This has been manifested 
in visits of vIPs and international personalities: repeated visits from the former first 
lady of Egypt, the presidential electoral conference of 2005, regular visits by minis-
ters, visits by royalty and presidents, including His royal Highness the Prince of Wales, 
His royal Highness the King of Spain, Her royal Highness the Queen of  Belgium and 
the President of the Czech republic.

WEAthEriNg fiNANCiAl CoNditioNS
Despite the economic challenges that Egypt has faced since 2011, the Park never 
relinquished its commitment to remain the place of recreation for the modest-income 
populations of Cairo and for Darb al-Ahmar residents in particular.
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The curfews imposed between 2011 and 2013, lasting for nearly six months, caused a 
notable decrease in the Park’s revenues. During this time, the Park management used 
the accumulated surpluses of previous periods to cover the deficit until the situa-
tion stabilized after the 30 June 2013 revolution. Since 2011, the economic situation 
obliged successive governments to increase the rate of the value-added tax together 
with a real-estate tax. In addition, subsidies on utilities have been reduced and hence 
prices of electricity, water and fuel increase regularly. recently, at the end of 2016, 
the flotation of the Egyptian pound caused a surge in prices of all goods and services, 
raising all cost elements of the Park’s operation by 30% to 50%. However, the Park has 
managed to overcome these issues by controlling expenses.

To overcome the limitation in resources and revenues, the Park manage-
ment is capitalizing on these uniquely beautiful premises and on creative poten-
tial to generate income from diverse sources. It has contracted a specialized 
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Above, shaded lawn in the vicinity of the 
 lakeside Café.

right, visitors enjoying a late afternoon  
on the bridge giving access to the lakeside 
Café.
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restaurant-management company to operate the Qal’a (Citadel view) restaurant so  
as to target an upper-end clientele for higher profit margins. It has received sponsor-
ship from various organizations, targeting multinational corporations for their 
 marketing events and renting sales outlets to provide services to Park visitors. An area 
of five thousand square metres is allocated for non-permanent fairs, concerts and 
special events. The film and theatre industries were also approached to encourage 
them to use the Park facilities for their productions. recently, the Park management 
has started constructing three large billboards overlooking Salah Salem road to be 
rented to advertising agencies.

thE PArk iN thE AftErMAth of tWo rEVolutioNS
The events that followed the revolution of January 2011 placed a heavy burden and 
considerable challenges on all sectors of the Egyptian economy and society. The 
Park was no exception. The breakdown in security services necessitated stronger 
oversight over visitors who did not abide by Park rules. Changes in visitor behaviour 
led to a number of verbal and physical disagreements that were dealt with by Park 
security personnel. The Park’s management provided more advanced training pro-
grammes to its personnel to improve skills in dealing with such situations. Courses 
in communications and crisis management skills, as well as customer service, were 
included in the programme, which has proven very effective in boosting the person-
nel’s competence.

In response to the escalation of strikes and labour demands that spread through-
out the country during post-revolutionary times, the Park prevented actions that 
might have instigated strikes by opening direct communication channels with the 
personnel and updating them with the reality of the situation in full transparency. 
Furthermore, the Park administration did not follow the example of many Egyptian 
employers who reduced their personnel or decreased wages.

In addition, the Park management quickly adopted the minimum wage law and 
the annual increases stipulated in Social Insurance law No 79 for the year 1975, which 
increased the social insurance bill for both employer and employee.

CooPErAtioN of Al-AzhAr PArk With thE EgyPtiAN goVErNMENt
After the Aga Khan Trust for Culture created al-Azhar Park, and based on the cooper-
ation protocol of 2004 with the Cairo governorate, a strong relationship was estab-
lished with the deputy governor for the Western District and the Mid-Cairo District. 
After changes in the Park’s administration in 2009, and during the following eight 
years, this relationship has witnessed further improvement and there is full clarity in 
terms of each party’s role. This came as a result of the Park’s effort to improve the 
relationship and to underline the necessity of non-intervention in the Park’s manage-
ment. Hence, the administration was successful in maintaining the Park’s elegance 
and unique outlook as compared to other parks in Egypt, as well as increasing its 
financial revenues, which, in turn, provide sums to the Cairo governorate Services Fund.

After the revolution of January 2011 and in the midst of changes and drastic alter-
ations in the state’s leadership, the Park maintained strong and positive relations with 
the different Cairo governorate departments, to the extent that the Park was con-
sidered among the safest places for the governorate to store some of its assets and 
vehicles during intervals of tension and unrest.

After the revolution of 30 June 2013 the situation improved considerably. The 
leadership was aware of how important the Park’s role was in the cultural, entertain-
ment and social domains for Darb al-Ahmar residents in particular and Cairo residents 

Above, families observing landscaped  greenery 
from one of the viewpoints.

Below, children’s playground.
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at large. The Park has thus maintained close ties with most Egyptian government 
authorities and ministries.

The relationship with the Ministry of Antiquities has developed since that time, 
and has included many agreements and protocols aiming to restore Mamluk monu-
ments overlooking al-Azhar Park. lighting systems attached to minarets help create 
a remarkable panorama for Park visitors. Upon completion of the works, the monu-
ments are handed over to the Ministry of Antiquities’ personnel to be put to use for 
residents after years of closure. This cooperation was crowned by a protocol with 
the Ministry of Antiquities at the end of 2015 to undertake the maintenance of all 
the  monuments restored by the Aga Khan Trust for Culture to ensure their sustained 
protection from damage or abuse. A new project with the Ministry of Antiquities is 
currently in its  initial phase; it involves the restoration of al-Maridani Mosque (phase 1), 
which is among the largest Mamluk monuments in the Darb al-Ahmar district.

Several protocols were signed with the Ministry of Endowments to cover the 
handing-over of mosques restored by AKTC in order to resume religious practice 
in them after years of closure. In addition, a protocol was signed with the ministry 
granting a right of use for the building at 69 Darb Shoughlan as premises for the First 
Microfinance Foundation (FMF) and the Mezala Foundation.

Cooperation is proceeding with the Ministry of Culture in the domains of festivals 
and cultural events, the most recent of which was the inauguration of a mobile book-
shop in the Park, which has been operational since July 2017.

A robust cooperation was started with the Ministry of Trade and Industry through 
agreements between the Industrial Development Agency (IDA), the Industrial  Training 
Centre (ITC) and the Egyptian Crafts Project to support the Mezala Foundation’s  
work in its aim of developing and marketing traditional crafts. The agreement covers 
the provision of Egyptian and foreign trainers to the Foundation and the placement of 
graduates of general crafts training programmes (plumbing, carpentry, etc.) in jobs 
within industrial enterprises. In addition, various development projects for al-Darb 
al-Ahmar were executed by the Park in cooperation with the Social Fund for Develop-
ment (SFD).

The cooperation with the Ministry of Education is ongoing through the revision of 
training programmes, curricula in traditional and general crafts and the endorsement 
of relevant certificates by the ministry.

reference should be made to the Park’s cooperation with the Ministry of Social 
Solidarity following up on Mezala Foundation activities related to development plans 
set in al-Darb al-Ahmar and the organization of crafts fairs and activities inside al-
Azhar Park.

A most notable cooperation is the one established with the Ministry of the Interior, 
represented by the Cairo Security Directorate, establishing a fixed security point that 
has been crucial in preserving security. This activity usually intensifies during public 
holidays and festive events.

Furthermore, al-Azhar Park coordinates with the Ministry of Finance in remitting 
new taxes imposed on the Park and resolving any problems in this area. And last 
but not least, the Park operates in coordination with the Ministry of the Environment, 
which considers the existence of al-Azhar Park – one of the largest green areas in the 
urban metropolis – instrumental for climate preservation in Cairo. Mezala Foundation 
is also involved in environmental enhancement with its programmes in favour of  
rooftop agriculture. It supports the environmental awareness of Darb al-Ahmar’s 
residents and cares for the cleanliness and preservation of their environment and the 
important monuments in their district.

Above, a hillside lawn with the Citadel View 
restaurant in the background.

opposite page, Cairo residents of all 
 generations assembling at one of the 
viewpoints.
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Through its project in Historic Cairo, the Aga Khan Trust for Culture (AKTC) offered  
a model for future interventions based on socio-economic sustainability of the in- 
tangible heritage instead of the more conventional approaches to heritage conserva-
tion. While most scenarios only see the modest residents and artisans as obstacles 
to urban growth, with gentrification as the only solution to economic revitalization, in 
this project the value of the historic area included people’s vocation and lifestyle as 
part of the identity of the place: part of the “living” heritage. The synergy between 
people and place was considered an asset and one of the challenges was to make the 
local community realize that as a value. With hardly any visible societal appreciation 
of Historic Cairo’s heritage, the local community perceives little more than the social 
value of the neighbourhood. Institutional support to safeguard the historic fabric 
was missing, and higher tiers of Egyptian society hardly ever visited al-Darb al-Ahmar 
(ADAA); the message to the local community was that both the people and the place 
were unworthy of attention. This was one of the biggest challenges facing the AKTC 
project; a challenge that could only be overcome by tangible evidence, and that is 
what the project provided to the local community.

The Housing rehabilitation Programme (HrP) was one of the pioneer programmes 
in the area, aiming to secure tenure, improve living conditions and preserve the valu-
able urban fabric. The initial phase of research revealed that the project should aim 
to keep the existing community and attract back residents who had previously left, 
rather than adopt the more conventional compensation and relocation scenario fol-
lowed in other parts of Historic Cairo. It taught us that economic and social sustain-
ability depend greatly on keeping the higher-income tiers of the local community 
from moving out to remote areas, whether formal or informal neighbourhoods. Their 
presence – living and working in the area – sustains the livelihood of the more modest 
residents and preserves the shared lifestyle that all income tiers share together. The 
HrP was the most well-received and highly appreciated programme in the project.1 
Several reasons lay behind its success. It was founded on a solid scientific basis of 
studies that explored the lifestyle of the area’s residents, revealing the everyday life 
activities of different age groups, as well as what residents value most in their homes 
and neighbourhood. This was important to know: first, so that none of the valued 
tenets would be accidently disrupted by any intervention; and second, to reveal 
 elements and activity patterns that residents would want to contribute to improving. 
The outcome of these studies sensitized the project team towards the integrative 
nature of the built environment and people’s behaviour; and it permanently made the 

urBAN rEdEVEloPMENt lESSoNS 
lEArNEd

DINA K. SHEHAyEB

opposite page, a cabinetmaker engaged on 
polishing work in al-darb al-Ahmar.

Above, post-2011 unauthorized apartment 
building in the proximity of the historic Wall.
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project team respectful of people’s activity patterns, considering them in all spatial 
interventions, whether in the refurbishment of public spaces or in the rehabilitation 
of the housing stock. This was one of the biggest lessons learned, guaranteeing both 
relevance and appropriateness of the interventions to the local community, as well as 
sustainability of the results after the project lifetime.

Participatory design was applied at different stages of the HrP during the design 
phase as well as during implementation. Adopting this approach reinforced people’s 
sense of ownership towards the improved environment, assuring once again the 
sustainability of the interventions, as well as gaining community trust. The second 
advantage of the participatory approach was that communicating with the residents 
was used as a venue to raise their awareness to the benefits of minor interventions 
that enhance health, such as introducing ventilation in windowless rooms, or adding 
kitchenettes with a clean water source. It also helped by way of advising residents as 
regards some behavioural changes that would minimize building deterioration, and 
provided the physical solutions to support this change.

There are three other lessons to carry away from the HrP as it was implemented 
in al-Darb al-Ahmar: matching funds granted rather than giving out “freebies”, 
demand-based intervention, and a bottom-up approach to programme develop-
ment. Adopting a matching funds strategy as a financing mechanism rather than 
full-grant covered rehabilitation was yet another way to guarantee sustainability of 
the interventions. The studies conducted provided information concerning the resi-
dents’ ability and willingness to contribute to improving their homes. Exploring the 
problems that residents perceived in their buildings, previous investment in home 
improvements and services needed from the project helped determine which items 
residents cared about – and therefore would pay for – among the scope of work and 
which, instead, would be left for the grant to cover (people cared more about interior 

Al-darb al-Ahmar craftsmen busy in their 
workshops.
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finishing and functional aspects, such as plumbing and electrical wiring, while grant 
money covered external facade finishing and hidden structural repair). The only  
case in which housing rehabilitation was implemented solely on a grant basis, it was 
subsequently utterly transformed and not sustained. This happened to a string of 
deteriorated unoccupied buildings in a dead-end alley along the Historic Wall (Atfet 
Asaad) that AKTC project management decided to rehabilitate as a “showcase”, to 
convince the Supreme Council of Antiquities (SCA) then of the virtue of keeping the 
heritage buildings along the Wall rather than demolishing them. Because speed was  
a necessity and those buildings were abandoned, rehabilitation did not follow the HrP 
process outlined above. Today, these houses are now heavily encroached. 

Another special feature of the HrP was that rehabilitation was effected upon 
demand: it would be requested by occupants of the building, whether tenants or  
partial owners, who would come forth and, collectively, sign an application for 
 rehabilitation. This demand-based approach ensured desirability and relevance and, 
most importantly, increased the possibility of resident compliance and commitment 
to paying their shares, as well as the actual amount they contributed towards the 
repair costs. This difference is evident when comparing occupant contribution in the 
first ten buildings in which housing rehabilitation was still being introduced to the 
community (initiated and selected by the project: contributions were 8%–14%), and 
the remaining 109 cases where occupants paid for up to 50% of the repair cost. Other 
programmes in the project – such as the Micro-Credit Programme, Training and Skill 
Enhancement Programme, and Small Enterprise Programme – were available to HrP 
applicants to assist them in repaying the loan portion of the repair costs in monthly 
instalments.

The HrP manual was developed incrementally, delineating the financing mecha-
nisms that covered the various possible scenarios of resident contribution to building 
rehabilitation costs, and procedures of implementation covering the legal, social 
and administrative aspects of the process. This bottom-up approach to programme 

Above, a craftsman at work in al-darb 
 al-Ahmar Street.

left, drawing classes for al-darb al-Ahmar 
children in the darb Shouhlan Community 
Centre.
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development succeeded in developing a programme that is feasible and sensitive to 
the local conditions of property ownership and tenure arrangements at community 
and institution levels. Unfortunately, long-term funding for the HrP was not secured 
and it was subject to the short-term procurement of changing donor funding. The 
programme was terminated in 2009 while there was still a flood of applications 
 coming in from the local community. During its lifespan from 1998 until 2009 more 
effort should have been spent by the project in institutionalizing the process and 
mainstreaming it into the operating urban management and finance systems of in- 
fluential state actors, such as the Cairo governorate, Ministry of Housing, Utilities and 
Urban Development, Ministry of al-Awqaf (endowments) and SCA.

There was a missed opportunity here to have government institutions develop 
regulations that encourage the process of the HrP as a housing policy for addressing 
existing housing stock suffering similar conditions in historic city cores nationwide; 
the potential replicability was high. rehabilitating the housing stock could easily 
have been an engine for economic revitalization of the entire area if it had been more 
widely implemented. Occupants of rehabilitated buildings recognize their economic 
benefits compared to modern construction: saving energy consumption thanks to 
passive heating and cooling, sustaining neighbour relations that translate into free 
childcare and other solidarity activities, as well as efficient utilization of space. At the 
area level, if a large portion of the heritage urban fabric had been rehabilitated so  
that it would be visible to outside visitors, it would have served as an attracting, 
instead of a repelling, factor. In the absence of all this, current mandates of al-Awqaf, 
the weakness of local government in enforcing zoning regulations, the unharnessed 
financial gains of demolishing and replacing heritage buildings with modern apart-
ment high-rise buildings are all too tempting.2 Consequently, landowners, encour-
aged by the housing demand from the local community (for housing their children), 
along with resourceful local contractors, have led the rapid transformation that set a 
precedent, and makes it harder to stop neighbouring properties from doing the same.

Apart from housing, there is a heuristic value in reflecting upon the implementa-
tion of the other programmes ventured by the project. The Micro-Credit Programme 
was an enabler as long as loans were utilized in income generating, or income-
enhancing activity. It worked well coupled with the Small Enterprise Programme 
that widened the horizons of the already practiced Home-Based Enterprise tradition, 
especially for women. For business owners, it was closely tied to the Training and Skill 
Enhancement Programme that opened up their scope of work through enhancement 
in technical know-how, as well as in business administration and marketing domains. 
These programmes were well grounded in baseline surveys and post-implementation 
surveys that included quantitative and qualitative measures of gains and impact. 
Those studies were a built-in feature of the AKTC project and they helped in identify-
ing problems, needs and priorities. The project leaders had the self-confidence to 
listen and learn; to revise directions and adjust programmes to better meet the articu-
lated needs; and to more effectively address the reasons behind problems.3

The current efforts by Mezala, the NgO founded to sustain some of the project 
activities, are channelled towards saving the traditional handicraft production and 
sales. The sharp decline in tourism witnessed by Egypt since 2011 hit workshops hard 
in al-Darb al-Ahmar, where most of the traditional handicraft products sold in the 
renowned Khan al-Khalili Bazaar are produced. The handmade production of  furniture, 
woodwork, forged metalwork, leather shoes and bags, as well as mis cellaneous 
 clothing, is also suffering a decrease in the buying power among Egyptians in general. 
The spatial transformation of the city, with peripheral growth away from city centre, 

An artisan manufacturing inlaid wooden 
boxes.
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widens the divide between upper-income Egyptians and Historic Cairo. This has led 
to a shift in production to suit the local market in the vicinity, starting a spiral effect 
of reducing quality in order to reduce price, so as to be affordable to the impover-
ished local community with continually decreasing buying power. Efforts in seeking 
and creating remote marketing venues for high-quality products needs to be better 
 supported by Mezala and the circle of beneficiaries widened to include all high- 
quality producing workshops to avoid the current downward spiral.

Showing craftsmen how to seek and reach potential markets is still one of the 
 biggest contributions of the project. Al-Azhar Park serves as a main venue for show-
casing the handicrafts produced in neighbouring al-Darb al-Ahmar. The local  business 
community perceives multiple economic values in al-Azhar Park. Business owners 
can see how advertising can serve the “living” heritage in al-Darb al-Ahmar. In a 
study about the Park impact, they proposed that the Park advertises craftsmen and 
 workshops, as well as monuments, with the aim of drawing visitors to walk through 
the district, not just act as a selling portal. Suggestions to achieve this goal included:
 ‣ developing a visitor’s map that is distributed in the Park;
 ‣ activating the gates and developing several connecting visitor routes between the 

Park and the Khan al-Khalili Bazaar passing through al-Darb al-Ahmar,  encouraging 
Park visitors to interact with the Historic Ayyubid Wall;

 ‣ and finally, multimedia displays of al-Darb al-Ahmar in the Park (projections on the 
Historic Wall, or on LCD screens).

Left, a craftsman busy making furniture. 

Above, vocational training in the carpentry 
workshop.

Below, artisans at work in al-darb al-Ahmar.
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However, the potential of the Park to contribute to neighbourhood economic revitali-
zation has not yet been fully exploited and the reasons deterring that are beyond the 
project, lying in local and central government views. The fear of SCA to jeopardize the 
renovated Historic Wall and monuments, coupled with the tendency to limit access 
between the Park and the neighbourhood on unfounded security concerns, has 
thwarted many possible ideas, such as open museum walks, boutique hotels, rooftop 
restaurants and traditional cultural activities in that interface zone between Park and 
community.

However, many more positive lessons can be drawn from the AKTC project  
implementation in al-Darb al-Ahmar. Programmes oriented towards services, such  
as education and health, raised the awareness of local community members to a 
large extent. Discussions with community members highlighted that the problems  

Al-darb al-Ahmar women showing the   
products they manufactured during tailoring 
and  embroidery training. 
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are more qualitative than quantitative in nature. Strategies tried out in different  
programmes provided frequent lessons, either in the provision of an alternative ser-
vice, or simply in the innovative ways of providing it. For example, in the Health  
Programme, the most significant tool was the hotline for rapid anonymous advice in 
any domain of well-being. This instrument met an unanswered need that radically 
changed the health-seeking behaviour of women and girls. They asked about issues 
they would never have raised otherwise, many of which were related to sexual  
health.4 Programmes tried out in the education sector refuted myths about parents 
restricting their children, especially girls, from participating in recreational, cultural 
and social activities. Because the programmes were well organized and administered 
by qualified and trustworthy individuals, girls were free to do many activities inside 
and outside the neighbourhood as long as parents perceived that their children were 
safe from harassment or any form of humiliation.

One main strength of the project was the belief in incremental piecemeal inter-
vention. This approach fits perfectly with how the local community actually operates; 
buying, selling, maintaining or sharing takes place incrementally and continuously. 
The local community has the potential and desire to participate in improving and 
 saving its heritage lifestyle and the places that mean something to it, in kind and 
financially. A monument, such as al-Maridani Mosque, esteemed by the local com-
munity, is where initiating participation in monument conservation can start. It is with 
pride that Hagg Atta, the upholstery maker, working and living in al-Darb al-Ahmar 
since birth, shows me around the mosque, pointing out the intricate woodwork and 
painted ceiling. This sense of collective ownership towards a place can be capitalized 
upon and, if restoration work is packaged in modules and well articulated, community 
participation can be mobilized whenever the conditions are there to implement them 
(political, financial, administrative). The coordination between the different modular, 
ready-to-implement interventions should be clear at the central level of governance, 
where policy, accompanied by a resilient overall management plan, enables such 
participation, and helps survive the turnover of high-level officials so typical in Egypt. 
Another lesson learned is that monuments differ in their perceived value among  literacy classes in al-darb al-Ahmar.
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the local community, some because of their association to a revered religious figure 
(Fatma al-Nabaweyya Mosque), some as an aesthetic backdrop for daily life (Umm  
al-Sultan Shaaban complex), and others for their function as a community centre  
(al-Maridani Mosque). This domain is yet to be explored in depth in order to raise 
awareness and unblock the potential for adaptive reuse and other venues for social 
and economic sustainability.

AKTC has the chance once again to influence city-scale enabling policy towards 
heritage conservation. Now that several monuments have been restored, AKTC is 
again assisting the Ministry of State for Antiquities (MoSA, former SCA) in how to 
manage and maintain these monuments. The time is ripe as, in 2014, UNESCO-WHC 
presented the government of Egypt with the Historic Cairo Management Plan based 
on the four-year Urban regeneration of Historic Cairo UrHC project that brought 
together five of the most influential government actors through institutional reform, 
capacity building of employees, and setting survey parameters and databases.5  
AKTC can build upon such efforts and target institutionalization of much of its pre-
vious efforts in the different domains necessary for conservation and revitalization  
of historic areas.

Documentation is essential in order to make use of such an epic project. While 
monitoring and evaluation were embedded in the active phases of the AKTC project 
lifetime, it did not survive well in the more visible documentation and dissemination 
venues of the project. Being such an interesting and unique project, AKTC’s work in 
al-Darb al-Ahmar appears in many academic publications, both locally in Egypt and 
internationally. However, these publications by researchers who have not necessarily 
worked within the project do not portray a comprehensive picture and remain frag-
mented, to say the least, dependent on researchers’ interpretations and limited by 
the data they gained access to. regular documentation and systematic monitoring 
was not transferred as a work culture into Mezala and needs to be reintroduced and 
 activated until it becomes part of the project sustainable legacy.6 Another impor-
tant factor that was gradually lost is the acknowledgement of people-place synergy. 
Those living and working in the neighbourhood feel it and live it, yet it goes unrecog-
nized by the society at large and many who take upon themselves the rehabilitation 
responsibility. It is important to bring this dimension back to the surface, especially 
with the rapid transformation of the urban fabric and the drivers behind it.7

Whereas the continuing project programmes within al-Darb al-Ahmar need more 
effort to reach aspired results, the realization of al-Azhar Park has already changed 
the life of residents significantly. The Park is heavily used by residents of all ages from 
nearby al-Darb al-Ahmar. Before its inception, residents of popular districts, such 
as al-Darb al-Ahmar, visited other city parks on certain public holidays, such as the 
Bairam and al-Adha Feasts, and Sham al-Neseem, the Egyptians’ celebration of the 
advent of spring, practiced since ancient times. Families would plan those outings 
weeks ahead, bringing food to cook on expanses of faded greens where children 
could run and play in unconstrained space. Al-Azhar Park brought with it new meanings 
to park-going for Cairenes.8 It introduced beauty, knowledge and respect of nature  
to the encounter with more “greens”. It offered an “opportunity to meet” that crossed 
the socio-spatial divides of its twenty million plus population. With its central acces-
sible location, exquisite aesthetic qualities and inclusive management policies,  
al-Azhar Park provides a formula that is unique and valuable to a wide variety of 
 people. To residents of al-Darb al-Ahmar, the proximity of the Park, the direct access 
from the neighbourhood and the special reduced fee assigned to its residents 
 nurture a sense of ownership that is much appreciated.

top, computer classes in the darb Shoughlan 
Community Centre.

Middle, training in organizational skills.

Bottom, participatory planning session with 
al-darb al-Ahmar residents.
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youth from al-Darb al-Ahmar of both sexes, especially teens, are frequent  visitors. 
Teenage girls are allowed to go to the Park unattended by brothers and parents, who 
highly appreciate the safe access from the district as an alternative to walking the 
more public streets, or risking harassment on any means of transportation. Some 
teenage boys go on a weekly basis, whether after work (for those who are craftsmen), 
or after school, and in summer there are those among them who go daily. When asked 
if they participate in any vandalizing actions in the Park, they replied that al-Azhar 
Park was their mirror to the outside world, to visitors from high-class neighbourhoods, 

local youths engaged in creative activities as 
part of AktC’s outreach programme.
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so that no matter how mischievous they can sometimes be, they would never risk 
spoiling the chance of being perceived as civilized citizens. One ten-year-old child, 
who lives in one of the houses along the Historic Wall, related how he knows the 
 different plant species in the nurseries, how he brings flowers to his mother every 
day in spring, and how he catches frogs in the season. To many families in al-Darb al-
Ahmar, the Park serves almost as their backyard.9 Many families receive their relatives 
in the Park. One inconvenience is that they are not allowed to bring food in and have 
to eat from the assortment of food outlets available. The Park management opened 
kiosk-like stands to provide fast food that is less expensive than the cafés and restaur-
ants it hosts, yet the Darb al-Ahmar residents were still asking for a wider variety of 
less expensive snacks and free drinking-water outlets.

Al-Azhar Park and the ADAA revitalization Project were subject to much  attention 
and debate nationally and internationally. There is standing criticism that the Park 
could have been more accessible and inclusive, that the development projects in the 
neighbourhood could have been more sustainable, that the historic buildings and 
heritage fabric conservation efforts should have been mainstreamed. yet, after all 
that is said, this project by AKTC has redefined historic area conservation and re- 
vitalization; it has applied a new approach of combining physical rehabilitation with 

Above and opposite page, carpenters fixing 
hardware on new timber shutters in the darb 
al-Ahmar carpentry workshop.

Below, carpenters making new woodwork in 
the darb al-Ahmar carpentry workshop.

right, conservators cleaning old  mashrabiyya 
panels in the khayrbek  complex carpentry 
workshop.
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socio-economic revitalization to its fullest; it has integrated tangible and intangible 
aspects of heritage and strictly avoided gentrification. No matter how sustainable the 
impact is or not, the milestones that were met in this project had never before been 
attained in the field. The integrative methods grounded in scientific rigour, yet sensitive  
to the dynamics of real life, remain avant-garde. Al-Azhar Park, meanwhile, set new  
standards for urban parks, and new meanings for park-going; not only unprecedented 
in Egypt, but in many countries worldwide. yes, there are many lessons to be learned 
in order to further improvements next time around, but that does not diminish the 
worth of this project in academic advancement and in worldwide practice. AKTC is 
already applying many of these lessons in its other ventures in other cities. May they 
exceed the success they achieved in Cairo in enhancing the value of past and present 
human endeavour.
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